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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) and machine-to-machine
(M2M) will take root throughout our life in the near future.
Therefore more and more reliability is required in many wireless
sensor network applications, such as the intruder detection and
searching system for main rescuers with some sensor devices.
However, without the assumption that all sensor nodes are
reachable to one of sink nodes through multi-hop communication
and the connectivity among the sensor nodes are stable, it
is difficult to guarantee the reliability of data collection. In
this paper, we focus on controlling the mobility of the mobile
sink and propose two types of mobility strategies to collect the
sensing data of all sensor nodes in the observed area certainly.
The first strategy is learning the observed area and the other
is collecting the sensing data using the learned information.
Through computer simulations, we show that the mobile sink
with the mobility strategies in our proposal can collect the sensing
data of all sensor nodes.

Keywords–Wireless sensor networks, Reliable data collection.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Supporting assured data collection in wireless sensor net-
works (WSNs) is one of significant challenges in frequently
changing environments. This is because that dynamic changes
in the observed area or loss of connectivity occur in various
situations, which cannot be dealt with conventional transport
techniques. This promotes network-level reliable mechanisms
for data collection. We focus on the mobility control of a data
collecting node usually calledsink nodefor realizing reliable
data collection.

Wireless sensor networks, which facilitate to collect en-
vironmental information, are significantly expected to apply
to various applications, e.g., monitoring of temperature and
humidity in a farm, tracking of animals and etc. This feature
greatly attracts attention of many researchers [1] [2]. In many
cases, WSNs are composed of many sensor nodes and a few
sink nodes which operate in a distributed manner and are
connected to each other by wireless communications. Sensor
nodes forward their sensing data to one of sink nodes through
multi-hop communications, which makes it possible to collect
environmental information in the location where one cannot
get into.

This ideal scenario is satisfied under the assumption that
all sensor nodes are reachable to one of sink nodes through
multi-hop communication. However, this assumption is not
always realistic due to the limitation of communication range
of nodes. Since power saving of sensor nodes with a limited
battery capacity is required in WSNs, it is inappropriate to
expand communication range with much more transmission
power. Also, it is difficult to deploy or add sensor nodes
over the network paying excess attention with reachability and
connectivity.

In the near future, a lot of machines will be connected
mutually and will be quietly embedded in our life space.

Thus, internet of things (IoT) and machine-to-machine (M2M)
will make WSN systems brings to various applications. In
the applications strongly tied to safety and security, it is
one of the most important viewpoints with the reliability
of information gathering. For example, an intruder detection
system with surveillance cameras and some types of sensor
devices, and a rescue system in disaster areas with autonomous
robots and sensor devices demand more and more reliable
data collection than conventional applications in WSNs do. In
particularly, in recent years, synergy between sensor networks
and autonomous robots is attracting a lot of attentions [3].
Our proposal is also what considers such synergy as discussed
below.

We focus on a sink node with mobility called mobile
sink. A mobile sink can achieve both reduction of power
consumption and data reachability by approaching toward each
sensor node and receiving data and carrying it to the static base
station. Many studies have been conducted about mobile sinks
as a solution for power saving, which is one of a challenging
problems in WSNs. Most of those studies target at power-
saving applications of the mobile sink, such as the optimal
path planning with the optimal routing technique supposing
knowledge of exact positions and residual powers of all sensor
nodes [4]–[6], and use of the mobile sink in the viewpoint of
reliable data gathering does not have many active researches.
Here, we definea networkas sets of sensor nodes reachable to
each other by multi-hop communication and we take account
of following two types of changes of a network that are caused
by failures, energy depletion, or additions of sensor nodes.

• Changes inside a network, which do not increase or
decrease the number of networks, such as link failures
and node failures not losing reachability, or changes
in routes

• Changes outside a network, which increase or decrease
the number of networks, such as disconnection of a
network, joint of networks, or deployment of a new
network

Changes inside a network have been well-studied, however,
changes outside a network have not been considered in existing
studies. Thus, our interests are on how can we collect all
data in observed area when both types of changes occur, in
other words, realizingthe reliable data collection. We aim at
reliable data collection with a mobile sink within a pre-defined
observed area where both the number and the places of sensor
nodes are unknown. Under this circumstances, it is a realistic
method for a mobile sink to travel over the whole observed
area since it is unknown how many networks are there in the
observed area, but it takes much more time to travel every nook
and cranny as the area gets larger. However, a few cycles of
traveling throughout the area does not suffice for assured data
collection under various situations.



Controlled mobilityis a key idea for maintaining network
connectivity and data reachability, where mobility of mobile
sinks is controlled from both inside and outside of networks
dynamically [7] [8]. We previously combined CM with the
proactive routing mechanism in a wireless sensor network,
where periodically exchanged route information messages lead
a mobile sink toward a data collecting node [9]. In this paper,
we propose two mobility strategies for mobile sink in order
to manage those two changes using controlled mobility. The
first strategy is to grasp the all positions of networks and
impassable locations, and the other is to collect sensing data
in each network. These two strategies are followed by either
mobile sinks or other patrolling robots, and we assume the
former hereafter. Therefore, a mobile sink in our proposal has
two mobility phases.

Phase 1:Mobility for learning the observed area
A mobile sink sweeps across the observed area
and learns the positions of networks and areas
where mobile sinks can move in

Phase 2:Mobility for collecting sensing data
A mobile sink visits all networks using learned
information in Phase 1. Moreover, each net-
work leads a mobile sink to reach data pos-
sessing nodes with exploiting transmitted route-
information messages when the mobile sink enters
the network

In principle, it is difficult to catch an unexpected change
by methods other than Phase 1 while it requires a lot of time.
Therefore, Phase 1 is taken repeatedly for every fixed cycle.
In Phase 2, we use a clustering technique and gather all data
in a network to one or more cluster heads since visiting each
node to collects data takes a considerable amount of time for
a mobile sink. Moreover, cluster heads switch their role back
to a non cluster-head state periodically for managing changes
inside a network and for achieving load balancing. Combining
of the mobility strategies with Phase 1 and Phase 2 can assure
to collect all sensing data within the observed area.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we present the mobility control strategy for memorizing
locations of networks. In Section III, we show the mobility
strategy for collecting sensing data in a network. Section IV
presents simulation results and finally, we conclude our paper
in Section V.

II. PHASE 1: LOCATION MEMORIZATION OF NETWORKS

A mobile sink has to periodically check the entire picture
of the observed area, such as the positions of networks and a
forbidding places, to determine the path for collecting data in
Phase 1. In order to grasp these information, it moves in every
corner of the observed area while identifying and memorizing
all the different networks. In Phase 2 the information is also
utilized by the mobile sink to visit all memorized networks in
the order that it memorized.

In our proposal, a mobile sink moves so that it does not
overlook even one sensor node placed in the observed area. To
begin with, a mobile sink commences to move from a given
initial position, which is one of vertices of the pre-defined
square region including the whole observed area as illustrated
in Fig. 1. Next, the mobile sink goes straight on toward one
of nearby vertices until it reachesd2 length short of the vertex,
whered is the wireless communication range of the mobile
sink and sensor nodes. Then, it takes a right-angled turn toward
the other vertex, headsd2 , and again turns in the same direction.

Figure 1. Mobility strategy for detecting all sensor node without any
oversight

Algorithm 1 Memorizing the positions of networks associating
with netID by the mobile sink

1: // The mobile sink moves in every corner of the observed
area.

2: repeat
3: if intercepts PInforMsg (i, netIDi, pListi, vListi)

then
4: if NetTable has noentry with netIDi then
5: registerNetTable(netIDi, pos,PInforMsg .rssi)
6: else
7: if PInfoMsg .rssi > entry.rssi then
8: updateNetTable(netIDi, pos,PInforMsg .rssi)
9: end if

10: end if
11: if Statei is CLUSTER(i, 0) then
12: sendsSensingDataRequestto Si

13: end if
14: end if
15: until reaches the end of the observed area

The mobile sink repeats to the same process until reaching all
vertices, then it returns to the initial position.

In Phase 1, a mobile sink intercepts a messagePInfoMsg,
which all sensor nodes exchange with each other for updating
routes (described in Section III-C in detail) and acquires a
special identifier (ID) contained in thePInfoMsg. This ID is
used to identify all networks and remember their positions.
The mobile sink updates positions of networks according to
Algorithm 1, where some terms are listed in Table I. A
tableNetTable for storing network positions is updated every
after receiving aPInfoMsg. A NetTable’s entry is the tuple
(netID, postion, RSSI) wherenetID is an identifier of a
network,position is the position where mobile sink received
PInfoMsg and updated the entry, and RSSI is the received
signal strength indication of thePInfoMsg. An entry is always
added to the table if there is no entry whosenetID equals to
one in the entry, and an existing entry is updated iff the RSSI
of a receivedPInfoMsg is greater than existing one with the
samenetID.

This is for ensuring that the mobile sink can obtain more
accurate positions of networks. Note that the mobile sink
demands sensing data to nodes by transmitting a message
SensingDataRequestwhen it contacts with sensor nodes in
Phase 1.



TABLE I. NOTATIONS IN OUR PROPOSED METHODS

Notation Meaning
N The number of sensor nodes which is placed initially
B The number of sensor nodes which is planned to fail
A The number of sensor nodes which is planned to be added
i The identifier of sensor nodes.
Si The sensor node whose ID isi
ND(Si) The number of neighbor nodes of nodeSi

Statei The state ofSi which indicates whetherSi belongs any cluster or not.
Statei must be given eitherUNCLUSTER or CLUSTER(i, n).

tSi
The current time of nodeSi

Tlimit The time limit for searching its neighbor nodes.
TSi

Delay time of nodeSi.
Tflood The period when cluster heads broadcastPInfoMsg.
Tbreak(i) The time whenSi breaks.
Tadd(i) The time whenSi is added in the observed area.
Th The period whenNTable can store aentry non-updated.
netIDi The ID of the networkSi belongs to.
pID The ID of the potential field.
myPi The scalar value whichSi has.
pListi The set ofpID
vListi The set ofmyPi

LI The interval of learning all the networks in the observed area
seqc A sequence number of the sensing data

III. PHASE 2: DATA COLLECTION INSIDE A NETWORK

A. Overview of the mobility strategy inside a network
In our proposal, all networks within the observed area need

one or more special nodes to gather and store sensing data
of all sensor nodes in an individual network, and a mobile
sink moves and sojourns at them to bring the sensing data
to the base station. We elect this special node using a cluster
head election algorithm. The mobile sink intercepts exchanged
routing messages among nodes and interpret them to approach
all cluster heads in a network.

B. Cluster heads election
We select one or more cluster heads for each networks

using a part of DEECIC algorithm [10] with minor modi-
fication. The cluster head election algorithm in DEECIC is
described in Algorithm 2 with some terms which are tabulated
in Table I. As shown in line 4, a sensor nodeSi broadcasts
an UpdatePacket to notify its neighbors of its presence
at randomly chosen timet (0 < t < Tmax). Then, Si

broadcasts aDegreePacketincluding ND(Si), which is the
number of receivedUpdatePacketsuntil Tlimit, to inform
its degree att (Tlimit ≤ t < Tlimit + TSi). TSi is given
as TSi = αe1/ND(Si) where α is a constant to ensure
0 < TSi ≪ Tlimit. In lines 11–22, sensor nodeSi waits for
a StatePacket including a state of a neighbor node, which
means that whether the neighbor belongs to any cluster or
not. Here, CLUSTER(i, n) presents that the nodei can reach
a certain cluster head byn hops and CLUSTER(i, 0) means
that nodei is a cluster head. Upon receiving aStatePacket
with CLUSTER(s, n), Si setsStatei to CLUSTER(i, n+1) if
Statei is UNCLUSTERD or Statei is CLUSTER(i,m) with
m > n + 1. Si broadcasts aStatePacketif n + 1 ≤ max n
thereafter, which limits coverage of each cluster.

C. Construction and update of potential fields
We use potential-based routing [11], which is a proactive

routing protocol, for data collection. The potential-based rout-
ing is known as a resilient routing protocol to environmental
variations because it requires only local information. Every
node updates its own potential, which is a scalar value calcu-
lated only with local information—own potential, neighbors’
potential, and node degrees. It is worth noting that messages

Algorithm 2 Selection of cluster heads in a network

1: // all nodes perform following;
2: Statei ⇐ UNCLUSTER
3: tSi ⇐ random value between 0 andTlimit

4: broadcastUpdatePacketat tSi

5: repeat
6: if receives aUpdatePacket then
7: ND(Si) ⇐ ND(Si) + 1
8: end if
9: until tSi ≥ Tlimit

10: broadcastDegreePacketat tSi , (Tlimit ≤ tSi < Tlimit +
TSi)

11: repeat
12: if receive StatePacket with CLUSTER(s, n) node

then
13: if Statei is UNCLUSTER then
14: Statei ⇐ CLUSTER(s, n+ 1)
15: else if Statei is CLUSTER(i,m) and m > n + 1

then
16: Statei ⇐ CLUSTER(s, n+ 1)
17: end if
18: if n+1 ≤ max n then
19: broadcastStatePacket
20: end if
21: end if
22: until tSi ≥ Tlimit + TSi

23: if ND(Si) is larger than all neighbor nodes andStateiis
UNCLUSTER then

24: Statei ⇐ CLUSTER(i, 0)
25: broadcastStatePacket
26: end if

for the routing protocol is also utilized for the guidance of a
mobile sink toward elected cluster heads.

In our methods, each cluster head constructs one potential
field that is the shape of concave curve whose bottom corre-
sponds to the cluster head. Therefore, multiple potential fields
may be constructed in each network. Each potential field has
a unique identifierpID that corresponds an identifier of the
cluster head. The multiple potential-field construction process
is given in Algorithm 3 with some terms tabulated in Table I.

First, cluster headi initializes its parameters such as
netIDi,myPi and broadcastsPInfoMsg throughout the net-
work (lines 1–10).PInfoMsg includes sender’s ID, network
ID, potential field IDs (pID), and potential values in corre-
spondent potential fields, illustrated in Fig. 2. When receiv-
ing PInfoMsg, a sensor node updatesNTable, myPi, and
netIDi and broadcasts newPInfoMsg (lines 11-44). Here,
NTable is a table to store information about a potential of
neighbor nodes, and its entry is composed of five elements
(src, networkID, pID, pV alue, time), a source node ID, a
network ID, a potential field ID, a potential value in the
correspondent potential field, and the time the entry was
updated, respectively.NTable determines to either register or
modify an entry when receivingPInfoMsg which contains
information necessary for filling an entry ofNTable. When
a new entry has the samesrc andpID in NTable, the entry is
registered and otherwise the existing entry is overwritten with
it. Si removes an old entry that is not updated forTh, and it
becomes a cluster head ifNTable comes to have no entry.

Through the use ofNTable, Si updates its network
ID (netIDi) and potentials (myPi). netIDi is the lowest value
of pID registered inNTable andmyPi is updated according



Algorithm 3 Potential fields construction and update

1: if Statei is CLUSTER(i,0) then
2: netIDi ⇐ i
3: myPi[i] ⇐ initial potential
4: puts i into pListi
5: putsmyPi[i] into vListi
6: broadcast PInfoMsg(i, netIDi, pListi, vListi) per

Tflood

7: clearpListi, vListi
8: else
9: netIDi ⇐ NULL

10: end if
11: loop
12: if receivePInfoMsg(s, netIDs, pLIsts, vLIsts) then
13: for j = 1 to k do
14: update theNTable(s, netIDs, pLists[j], vLists[j], tSi)
15: end for
16: for all entry in NTable do
17: if tSi − entry.time > Th then
18: remove theentry from NTable
19: if NTable has noentry then
20: Statei ⇐ CLUSTER(i, 0)
21: broadcastStatePacket
22: else if NTable has no entry whose

entry.netID is netIDi then
23: if Statei is CLUSTER(i, 0) then
24: netIDi ⇐ i
25: else
26: netIDi ⇐ NULL
27: end if
28: end if
29: end if
30: end for
31: for j = 1 to k do
32: update allmyPi[pLists[j]]
33: end for
34: if netIDi is NULL or netIDi > netIDs then
35: netIDi ⇐ netIDs

36: end if
37: for j = 1 to k do
38: putspLists[j] into pListi
39: putsmyPi[pLists[j]] into vListi
40: end for
41: broadcastPInfoMsg(i, netIDi, pListi, vListi) after

Tforward

42: clearpListi, vListi
43: end if
44: end loop

to the function in [11] whereSi’s potential is calculated as
an average potential of its neighbors. When disconnection
of a network occurs,NTable may become to have no entry
with netIDi which equals to that of the table’s owner, and
therefore, Si resets ownnetIDi in that case. Thus, our
construction method for multiple potential fields can respond
to environmental changes inside a network.

Finally, Si updates allmyPi and puts it toPInfoMsg and
Tforward after, it broadcastsPInfoMsg.

D. Traveling to cluster heads according to potential fields

Each cluster head has a peculiar potential field and holds
the minimum potential value in its potential field. In these

Figure 2. Example of a situation whereSi broadcasts aPInfoMsg

Figure 3. Increase of a potential value of a cluster head caused by arrival of
the mobile sink

multiple potential fields, all sensor nodes have to do is for-
warding their sensing data to one of their neighbor nodes
which have a smaller potential value inNTable, and then, all
sensing data reach to one of cluster heads. The mobile sink also
utilizes these multiple potential fields, that is, utilizesvList
in PInfoMsg transmitted by a sensor node to reach a cluster
head by repeatedly approaching sensor nodes which have a
smaller value invList [9]. After arrival of a mobile sink to
a cluster head, the cluster head makes its potential value raise
greatly, which decreases the priority of the potential field for
a mobile sink against other potential fields because the mobile
sink approaches a sensor node with a ‘smaller’ potential value
as (Fig. 3). After that, the mobile sink can find a new potential
field (Fig. 4).

After visiting all cluster heads, a mobile sink goes away to
unvisited networks. As explained in Section. II, a mobile sink
visits all networks in the order it visited and memorized them
in Phase 1. Therefore, the mobile sink moves on to the next
network position.

IV. SIMULATION EVALUATION

In this section, we show that our proposal realizes the
reliable data collection even though the changes of networks
are caused by additions or breakdowns of sensor nodes.

A. Scenario of simulation
We assume a 1000m× 1000m square region including

the whole observed area and deployN sensor nodesSi(i =
0 · · ·N − 1) at uniformly random positions in the observed
area, where the communication range of the sensor nodes is



Figure 4. New potential fieldFB is detected by the mobile sink after
potential fieldFA decrease its potential

represented by a circle of radius 100m. The sensor nodes
observe the surrounding environmental phenomena every hour
and forward the packet including the sensing data,i of
sender, and a sequence numberseq, to one of cluster heads
with potential-based routing. Furthermore, a number of sensor
nodesSi(i = 0 · · ·B − 1) will not be able to communicate
with after Tbreak by failure and a number of sensor nodes
Si(i = N · · ·N + A − 1) newly will be deployed at random
places atTadd in the observed area.

The mobile sink, whose speed is 5m/s, starts to move at
100s, and then, executes Phase1 and Phase 2 mobility strategies
alternately. In this paper, we assume that the mobile sink can
go all the region of the observed area. The mobile sink returns
to the initial position to charge its battery and waits until
the next hour begins. To put it in the concrete, the mobile
sink, to begin with, sweeps the observed area to learn the
networks deployed there and then returns to the initial position
(Phase 1). After that, the mobile sink visits and enters all the
networks using learned information on the networks to collect
the sensing data and then returns to the initial position (Phase
2). The mobility of Phase 2 is executedLI times repeatedly.
After that, the mobile sink performs Phase 1 mobility strategy
again.

As the evaluation of reliable data collection, we calculate
the collection rate every hour using (1) and some terms which
are tabulated in Table I. Here,CDN means the number
of already collected data, andEDN means the number of
uncollected and existing data in the observed area.

CR[seq] = 100× CDN [seq]

EDN [seq]
(1)

The mobile sink incrementsseqc as long asCR[seqc] is
equivalent to 100, which means that the all sensing data with
seqc are guaranteed to be collected. Then, we define the
achievement of the reliable data collection as the situation
that seqc is the same asseqth. Here,seqth is a threshold and
is equivalent toseq of the sensing data observed within this
hour. Fig. 5 illustrates a example of the evaluation ofCR over
someseq. In Fig. 5, all sensor nodes observe the sensing data
with seq = 1 within the first hour and the mobile sink has
to collect them between the firstCR check and the second
CR check. The mobile sink, however, executes the Phase 1
mobility strategy which takes considerable amount of time at
first. Therefore, the sensing data of the sensor nodes in the
area where the mobile sink has already gone past are still
uncollected. At the time of secondCR check, the mobile sink

Figure 5. Example ofCR over someseq

has not finished collecting the sensing data withseqc = 1 in
spite of the fact thatseqth is 2. However, at the time of third
CR check,CR[secc = 1] reaches 1 andCR[2] is 1 too. Then,
we incrementCR[secc] twice andsecc reachesseqth = 3 at
that time.

B. Parameter settings

In this paper, we simulate five scenarios in every cases
which LI is from 1 to 5. All scenarios are simulated for
604,800 seconds and we performed 30 simulations for different
arrangement of 40 sensor nodes for each scenario. Moreover,
in those scenarios, 5 sensor nodes fail at differentTbreak and
10 sensor nodes will be placed in the observed area at different
Tadd.

C. Simulation results

To begin with, we show two types of transition ofCR by
the passage of simulation time whenLI is 1 andLI is 5 in
Fig. 6 to demonstrate that the reliable data collection can be
attained by the combining of the two mobility strategies in our
proposal even when the change of networks in the observed
area occur. Here, in Fig. 6, the X axis is for the number of
CR checks which are conducted every hour and the Y is for
the averageCR of 30 simulations at eachCR check. Also,
Tbreak andTadd in these scenarios are shown in Fig. 6 with
arrows.

The line graph ofLI = 5 in Fig. 6 shows that the average
of CR starts to fall after the firstTbreak andTadd. However,
after a while, it recovers to 100% again. This is because the
mobile sink executes the learning of the networks within the
observed area for everyLI timesCR checks and catches the
changes of networks. Similarly, although the decline of the
average ofCR occur several times during the simulation, it
always recovers to 100% after a while.

On the other hand, the average ofCR remains 100%
throughout the simulation whenLI = 1. This is because the
mobile sink frequently moves with the mobility of Phase 1 to
learn the networks and catch the changes of networks quickly
in the observed area.

Next, in order to evaluate the effects of the different value
of LI give the reliability and efficiency of data collection,
we show the relation between the achievement degree of
reliable data collection and the total delay of the mobile sink’s
movement in Fig. 7. Here, in Fig. 7, the X axis is the total
time of which the mobile sink moves for both learning the
networks and collecting the sensing data and the vertical is



Figure 6. The transition ofCR whereLI = 1 andLI = 5

for the achievement rate of the reliable data collection, which
is expressed as a percentage whichCR is 100% in allCR
checks.

According to the simulation results, the average delays for
movement of the mobile sink are 438428s, 406360s, 385653s,
373907s, 364648s and the average achievement rates of the
reliable data collection are 0.988, 0.986, 0.960, 0.986, 0.934
for eachLI = 1 · · · 5. With respect to the result for the delay,
the more frequent the mobile sink executes the mobility for
learning the networks in the observed area, the more delays
it takes for the mobile sink to move, and vice versa. In other
words, too frequent learning of the networks leads to redundant
movements of the mobile sink in the case where there is no
changes in the observed area. Then, the efficiency of data
collection is not high. On the other hand, the achievement rates
of the reliable data collection is higher value as the value of
LI is higher expect for the case thatLI is 4. This is because,
in our scenarios, we suppose that the failure of the sensor
nodes occurs only in the end of days and the mobile sink
always executes the mobility for learning the networks in the
end of days whenLI is 4. The synchronization of occurrence
of the failure of sensor nodes and the beginning of the learning
networks allow the mobile sink to grasp the changes of the
networks in the observed area very quickly. Therefore, the
average achievement rates of the reliable data collection when
LI is 4 is higher than whenLI is 3.

From the results of simulations, it is obvious that the
mobile sink with the combining of two mobility strategies in
our proposal can collect the sensing data in the observed area
in spite of the changes of networks. Moreover, the reliability
of data collection and the efficiency of the data collection have
a relation of a trade-off.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present two mobility strategies of the
mobile sink to realize reliable data collection despite of the
changes of networks in the observed area. Then, we demon-
strate that reliable data collection is achieved by our proposal
and show the relation of trade-off between the reliability and
the efficiency of data collection. This trade-off can be adjusted
by changing the frequency of the learning phase of the mobile
sink. Our current interests are on the path planning among
networks, and on implementing our proposal in actual mobile
nodes.
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